Iceland Dash Brings War Close To U.S.

US NAVY REPORTED GETTING READY TO SEND NEW TROOPS IN IMPORTANT IN AZORES AND WEST AFRICA

Diplomatic Circles Watch Nazi Reaction Against U.S. Move With Growing Speculation and Interest

TOKYO, July 8—Possibilities of armed clash between Germany and the United States unlikely mounted with the dispatch of United States naval forces to Iceland to replace British forces there, diplomatic circles here believe.

But observers, that while United States has entered the war the stage between Germany and Britain has not changed, some quarters believe that United States has been urged against German attack, and that keen interest attaches to Germany's attitude toward the move by the United States, which will be followed closely by British and U.S. naval forces to Azores or occupation of Dakar.

WASHINGTON, July 7—President Roosevelt today sent a message to Congress announcing that U.S. naval forces may be dispatched to Iceland to replace British forces that have been withdrawn for action elsewhere.

It was reported that since July 1st, the president has been considering the withdrawal of British forces in Iceland. The president's statement, however, was not the signal for the move, but merely a formal notice that a decision was being made.

Although nothing definite was announced by President Roosevelt concerning any other action by the United States at this time, it was reported that in the near future, U.S. troops may possibly be dispatched to Azores, the Cape Verde Islands and Dakar in west Africa.

FRANCO-SPANISH FRONT IS BUSY WITH NAZI PREPARATION FOR ATTACK ON BRITISH ISLE

GERMAN ENVOYS TO SPAIN AND PORTUGAL ARE ENROUTE TO BERLIN AS POSSIBLE MOVE AGAINST BRITAIN LOOKS NEAR

LISBON, July 8—Indications that Germany has not forgotten her past objectives, the economic and political domination of Europe, are seen in reports current here, in that (1) Nazi diplomatic agents, the French have been recalled by their governments, are blanking out talks with the French, (2) British naval bases have been removed from the Mediterranean.

Observers attach all the more significance in these reports here due to the return of Berlin, Dr. Eduard von Steiger, German Ambassador to Madrid, and Von Hoyne Eshly, German Minister to Lisbon.

Trade Delegation

Chief in Kobe
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TOUGHEST—15th hole at Cherry Hills Country Club, Denver, Colo., expected to give trouble in Pro Golf Association tourney, July 7-13. It has sand trap in front and stream in back. Clubhouse is background.

WAITING FOR BREAD — That food situation in France is desperate is indicated by this bread line in Vichy, where there are waiting in front of baker’s shop to receive U.S. bread distributed through American agencies in that. Picture passed by French censor.

Naval ‘Singapore Sling’

Blind, but Good Mechanic

TO AFRICA—German-approved caption states these are German soldiers waving goodbye to comrades on deck of sunk veteran, before transport leaves for Tripoli, to reinforce Axis forces battling British.

NEW MOUNTS FOR MOUNTIES — Many of Royal Canadian Mounted Police of Canada, presently known as the Moortles, are with Canadian Army in England, assigned to traffic problems. Above, Regional Sergeant Major Taylor, for 23 years with the Mounties, gets his 100-mile-an-hour motorcycle ready.

They sank Bismarck — Final explosions that sent Nazi battleship Bismarck plunging beneath waves were fired by crew of British cruiser Dorsetshire. Above, cruiser arrives at unainted part in England and salutes grimly for their part in battle. Passed by British cruiser,

Blindfolded is in need of some explanation. Used as his own guide work for his blind son, he decided to use his own technique. His son, who is now attending school, is able to guide himself.
LAW AFFECTING ISLAND OF HAWAII OR HAVING SPECIAL INTEREST TO ITS RESIDENTS

EDITOR’S NOTE: It will be some months before the editors and publishers of all the local newspapers are made available to the public in their entirety.

Through the courtesy of Senator Nani Hale, the following laws have been enacted by the Legislature. The laws are in the form as passed by the Senate and signed by Governor J. B. P. Pealeho. The Legislative Journal, for the week, is not available. It is probable that these laws will be published in the Honolulu Star-Bulletin in the same order.

ACT NO. 30

SECTION 1. Article 13 of Act 39 of the Session Laws of Hawaii, 1931, relating to unfair competition and discrimination, is hereby amended by repealing the section of said Act 39 which provides for the recovery of damages for unfair competition.

SECTION 2. This Act shall take effect on the first day of January, 1942.

(Effective January 1, 1942)

U-H EXTENSION NEWS

VOLCANO UNIVERSITY EXTENSION

At the meeting of the Volcano University Extension Club, which was held on Thursday evening, the name of the project leader was announced.

成员会 was held in the Territory of Hawaii, a method demonstrated for preservation of blackberry juice, jam and jellies was demonstrated by the assistant agent.

Proper selection of jars and lids and the importance of sterilization were discussed.

The members of the club are: President—Mrs. Yamanaka Fujimoto; Vice-President—Mrs. Katsuko Sato; Secretary—Miss Betty Y. Yano; Treasurer—Mrs. Shizue A. Takeo.

Meetings will be held regularly on the first and third Thursdays of each month.

Miss Ida Gene Payne, Farm Security supervisor, was a visitor at the demonstration.

AMALU UNIVERSITY EXTENSION FOODS

A demonstration of a method of preserving jellies and marmalade was made by the assistant agent at the Amalu University Extension meeting held at the hotel on Tuesday afternoon.

Members present were encouraged to make a supply of home-made jellies and jams for it is more economical than buying them ready made.

The proper method of preserving the contaminate was emphasized.

Mrs. Tora Hayashi was elected as president and Miss Hanako Terasa as secretary-treasurer of the club.

FOUR ACCIDENTS IN HAWAII IN WHICH EX-WOMEN PLAYED KEY ROL

PORTALES, N. M. (AP)—Eight Nams, N. M., residents learned that some of their friends were killed in automobile accidents on the Nama Road.

1. On July 7, 1941, a man named Albert Rs, age 42, was killed in an automobile accident on the Nama Road.

2. On July 8, 1941, a woman named Mary E. Jones, age 32, was killed in an automobile accident on the Nama Road.

3. On July 9, 1941, a woman named Sarah R. Smith, age 50, was killed in an automobile accident on the Nama Road.

4. On July 10, 1941, a woman named Elizabeth S. Brown, age 45, was killed in an automobile accident on the Nama Road.

(Effective July 1, 1941)
**Hilo CYO Noses Out Wanderers In 13 Inning Fray**

**Mainichi Sporital**

The biggest crowd ever to witness a local softball game was on hand to see the Hilo champions in action at the outdoor "pool" behind Pier 1 on Sunday. This meet was sponsored by the Junior Chamber of Commerce.

**ATLANTIC SEAL ON LOSE SHIP**

By John Beukema – News Staff

The first test of the season, at the Recreational Center, proved the importance of the "密封" to get ready for the season opener.

**CRIB MEET IN CONSOLIDATION**

**BOY SCOUTS COPS CHAMPS IN CHIBAHIGE**

Sakura Kiyohara and Edit Fujita were the only winners in the first round of the tournament. These two girls received a 14 and 15 handicap to nose out their nearest competitors by two strokes.

**MOONHAA COLLEGE BALL TITLE**

**PENNANT BOUND WITH WIN OVER REACHERS**

Moonhaha capped the first round of the 1946 Junior College season with a 14-1 win over Reachers last night at the Hilo Yacht Club. The Fils collected six hits all told, and gave up six runs in the sixth for a 7-4 upset.

**NATATORS ARE WORKING HARD FOR NATIONALS**

**JAMES SAKUMA IS PRESENTLY WORKING UNDER**

Coach Milton Nakamura and his crew of Natators recently visited the Yokohama district yesterday. Their training campaign was thwarted somewhat by the rain, but all of the young men worked up旺盛 for the upcoming national meet.

**TRIPS BETWEEN PRACTICE SESSIONS FOR MAUI CHAMPS**

Billy Conn is Secretly Married to Eevee, July 8 – As a result of the Philadelphia-Eastern Division shoot-out, Billy Conn, the well-known leadoff hitter for the Brooklyn Dodgers, has been deferred because he had decided to get married.

**ALL-STAR GAME SLAID FOR TODAY AT DETROIT**

Detroit, July 8 – The Major League season will be the subject of a radio broadcast tonight at the Polo Grounds, with Bob Feller of Cleveland and Bob Pavlich of Detroit to be among the stars.

**Mooheau Park**

Tomorrow's Games
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米海軍、氷島に進駐す

月下重慶を夜襲

ドニエストル河

スターリン線激闘

独軍猛攻に赤軍五万降伏

機雷で封鎖され

終夜激戦を続

英機、アラスカ急襲

獨独艦隊会戦

独軍艦沉没

中部全線に亘り

赤軍進攻を防ぐ

エチオピア伊軍

遂に刃折れ降伏

外部勢力の策動あり！